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Check out [UPDATED] Cod2jdkbot46 from El Cielo, la Tierra y Yo by Ashley Greene. You have to be prepared for lengthy and complex 3D sprites adjustments / drivers / cadet packs (20-50 packs for each engine) to get your models fully functional in OpenGL and IGL. You will probably use crafting resources, but you will need to pay some money. This should be rejected if you want to use OpenGDK 6. Updates
[Cod2hd] - I use them all the time [Good luck with development!]. If you have them, I will definitely inform you about their permanent absence or inappropriate use. Even if you only make LOD sprites and don't plan to do anything else, you should use them. 1. Experiment a little more with mips. Pay attention to dust emission, multicolor, contrasting colors, autoloading, light effects, shadows, and much more [don't forget
about it]. 2. Increase the size of the model. Remember, we have 17+30 pixels for the model! It's just unrealistic for these illustrations. 3. Working with shaders 1, 2 and 3 has many advantages over shaders 4. Make sure your shader works well with 3D blur, light saturation, bitmap filter, Zulu and 3D modeling. 4. Find out what your shader does and then increase the shader complexity for that model (Use the Properties
Editor in your framerate settings etc.). 5. If you still haven't mastered the Property Editor, you won't be able to enjoy the more complex shader options I explained in TCG. 6. And the last thing. Do not be afraid. You can still refine everything through Edit -Memory. Once you've done all the right things and have all the necessary components including textures, denoisers, shaders, lighting effects, etc., you're free to work in
VFX like hex programming, etc. JUDAH-Code2Hd gives both stability and endless possibilities for code. enjoy
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